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Hello.

it’s nice to meet you
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We’ve included some
information in this little
brochure that we think you’ll
find helpful

Welcome To WebWorks
Pre-Project Preparation
Time Estimates
Go Live Process
Hosting Packages
On Going Support
Existing Websites
Hack Resolution
Website Recovery
Invoicing
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Welcome to WebWorks
We’re so happy that we get to partner with you in your website endeavours!
Together we can build something great that sees you through to the next
season of your business and beyond. Below are some notes about how we
work and the process we generally stick to, in order to get the website up and
running.

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

OUR
TEAM

We will assign a specially selected project manager to make
sure everything happens as it should. All communication
and updates from the WebWorks team will go through
this individual, we do this to help create a smooth
project journey, and to avoid confusion, or
miscommunication.

We have
a dedicated
It’s often helpful for the integrity of
team of designers,
the project if you’re able appoint a
developers, project
single point of contact from your
managers and server
side as well. This will keep
architects in house. Your web
communication clear,
project will be guided by one
speed things up and
project manager who oversees the
make sure we keep
skills and resources of our team to pull
everything on
together the project. This means that your
track.
website will not be built by one individual,
but by a dream team of individuals, all of
whom are experts in their own fields.
Whilst most of our web development is
handled in house, occasionally we feel
the need to make use of our external
partners. These are highly skilled people
that we’ve worked in collaboration with
for many years, that each meet WebWorks’
exceedingly high standards and
expectations. This includes specialised
designers, photographers,
videographers, copy writers,
and specialist SEO experts.
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Pre-Project Preparation
We’d like to hit the ground running and get your project off to a flying start,
and then maintain that momemtum through to completion and beyond.
In order to do that, and so that we’re able to achieve our “Go Live” date, it’s
worth putting some ground work in before the project starts. Here’re some
ideas to get you started.

1. Appoint a Project Manager

This could be you, or someone that you trust to manage the project from
your side with clarity and vision. Website projects usually run best when
communication is made through a single point of contact. We appreciate
that this can’t always be the case, but 9 times out of 10 it helps make for an
enjoyable and successful project.

2. Inform us of any current involvement

If you have a web development team, external company, or individual that has
any control over any part of your website or email solution, it would be helpful
for us to know and make contact with them. We strive to work with you and
your team, and not against, so it will benefit everyone if we all know who’s
who.

3. Ensure you have control of your domain

If you have an existing domain (yourcompany.co.uk), you will need to make
sure that you have access to where it is controlled. This can be a separate
company to where your current website might be hosted. We will require
control of the domain name itself in case nameserver changes are required,
and control of the nameservers, in case DNS changes are required.

4. Prepare documents you think will help

If you have a project plan, branding guidelines, pre-written copy, website
menu structure/map, or any other documentation that you think will be
helpful, please send it over to us ASAP! We will also need a vector based file
containing your logo - if you don’t have one, just let us know, and we’ll work
out a solution.
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Time Estimates
Our time frames can only ever be estimates, we cannot
guarantee a deadline is met, especially depending on how
many people are involved for providing content, images, and
feedback.
We can, however, promise that we will always to our best to
deliver the project on time.

Time frames are tricky with web
builds. Sometimes it’s necessary to
work backwards from a definitive
“go live” date set by you - in the
case of a product launch or similar.
Sometimes it’s more appropriate to
work with a knowledge of the full
project scope and estimate timings
based on that. Either way, we will
talk through and agree this very
early on in the project and work
towards the date we agree.
Usually for a “brochure website”
with between 10 and 25 pages and
a blog, we estimate between 8-12
weeks. For an e-commerce shop
we will allow 14 weeks, and for any
additional or custom functionality,
we will talk around the project on a
case-by-case basis.
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W H AT M I G H T H O L D U P
Y O U R P R OJ E C T ?
Projects fall behind when smaller
sub-deadlines are missed. These
can be avoided with good
communication on both sides. We
try our very best to be in constant
communication and provide
updates as and when they’re
ready.
Delays in feedback on updates
and changes could begin to delay
the project. We will always do
what we can to keep the project
on time, but we ask that you are
prompt with any feedback, and
content that you’re providing:
copy; images; blog articles;
product lists etc.
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Go Live Process
When the time comes
to send your website
We should have already decided on
a “go live” date. If not, we will choose
live it’s a fun and
a date together as the project is nearing
completion. Just a few things to note about
exciting process.
picking a date:
Here’s how it
• We don’t send websites live on Fridays, or days
will happen.
before bank holidays. This is because we need to
1. Pick a date

watch the website go live as it happens, constantly
monitoring the process.

• We don’t send websites live after 1pm for the same
reasons.
• Build in buffer time. Your website won’t go live instantly all
around the world at the same time. With the way the internet
works; copies of your old website will still be visible for some people
up to 48 hours after we send your new website live. In reality it’s
often much less and within an hour or two most of the time, but we
recommend allowing 48 hours. If you need an instant quick switch at a
very specific time, there are things we can do - just let us know.

2. Have your domain ready

If you have an existing domain we need to be able to login to where it’s held,
so that we can make the necessary changes to point your domain to the new
website. Please have this ready for us!

3 . We G o L i v e

We’ll begin the go live process by firstly allowing incoming traffic to your new
website on our server, this will temporarily disable the development domain
that we’ve been working on. We’ll then login to your domain name provider
and point the domain to our server architecture, from then it will take up to
48 hours to propagate through the internet, and eventually everyone will be
able to see the new site.

4 . We ’ l l c o n t i n u e t o m o n i t o r

We’ll continue to monitor the site intensively for the next few hours, making
optimisation changes, and ensuring all URLs and links have moved across
properly. We’ll then continue to monitor the site over the next couple of
weeks.
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Hosting
We have a range of hosting and support options available for your new
website, ranging from basic hosting to fully supported hosting with regular
website updates. We’re confident that one of our options will be right for you.
Prices are shown as per calendar month, we don’t have minimum contract
periods, so you’re free to upgrade or downgrade as necessary.
All of our hosting packages take advantage of our custom built hosting
platform. Our platform is built on the most reliable and extensive server
network on the planet, which is great for redundancy, speed, and reliability.
We use industry standard software to manage our hosting accounts
including the familiar cPanel and WHM. These services sit on top of our
highly perfected server architecture.
PERFECT

£15

+VAT

Basic fast hosting with
cPanel login and webmail

PREFERRED

PREMIUM

£30

£50

+VAT

Super quick, unlimited,
managed hosting with
WordPress/Joomla support

+VAT

Super quick, unlimited,
managed hosting designed
for ecommerce websites

20GB Disk Space

Unlimited Disk Space

Unlimited Disk Space

Unlimited Bandwidth

Unlimited Bandwidth

Unlimited Bandwidth

Webmail

Webmail

Webmail

5 MySQL Databases

Fully Managed Hosting

Fully Managed Hosting

Joomla & Wordpress Ready

Managed WordPress/Joomla Installation

Fully Managed CMS Installation

cPanel Login

Automatic Security Updates

Automatic Security Updates

1 FTP Account

Advanced Caching

Advanced Caching

Site Backups Weekly

Speed Optimisation

Speed Optimisation

Email Support

Site Backups Daily

Site Backups Daily

Free SSL Certificate

Phone & Email Support

Phone & Email Support

Fully Self-Managed

Free SSL Certificate

Free SSL Certificate

We will not maintain or provide support for websites hosted on servers that belong to, or are
managed by anyone except ourselves. This allows us to have full confidence in our offering, and
gives you the piece of mind of a “one-stop-shop” for all communication and feedback. However,
in some larger business scenarios it is sometimes necessary for us to work within other
environments, if this is the case in your situation, please make us aware as soon as possible.
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On Going Support
Many things are included in our Perfect hosting package: server upgrades,
server maintenance, and backups. Our Preferred and Premium packages
also include management of the platform on which your website is built, be
that Joomla, WordPress, Magento, or whichever platform we have chosen
together. This platform management includes security updates, extension
upgrades and package management - effectively we will maintain your
website and keep it safe and secure. Included in our two top-tier packages
we will also rectify any malicious attacks that may have penetrated the
website - free of charge (this is a service for which we charge £600+VAT, for
Perfect package hosting customers).
Sometimes, however, you may require a little bit more from us. We offer on
going development & support hours for our customers that simply don’t have
the time or skills necessary to run a website, but would prefer to run their
business. We offer a day rate starting at £420+VAT, which is available in half
day increments, with a minimum of a half day. You may want to use this
time to have us:
• Publish new content or imagery
• Publish blog articles
• Continuous SEO optimisation
• Continuous speed optimisation
• E-commerce product management
We recommend a monthly rolling development contract, rather than
purchasing adhoc development time. We work on a basis of an 8 hour day,
any unused hours from a particular month will be carried over to the next
month with a maximum of 2 months’ worth of accrued time hours.
Monthly Commitment

Day Rate

0.5 - 1 days

£420 +VAT

2-3 days

£390+VAT

4-5 days

£350+VAT

6+ days

We’ll chat
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Keeping Your Existing Website
If you have an existing website that you’d like us to maintain, develop, or host,
we are happy to help out. As we are not a standard hosting company, we
don’t offer a standard unmanaged hosting package. We like to ensure that
every website that is hosted on our platform meets our expectations in terms
of speed and security - even it’s a website that we haven’t built.
We begin by conducting a feasibility survey. This is a required step that will
allow us to determine the quality of the “behind the scenes” of your website,
to see how much work it will require (if any) to raise the standard to one
WebWorks is happy with.
To conduct the survey we will need full access to the code base, database,
and hosting account, if not the hosting platform. We’ll conduct the survey and
provide a report and a quote detailing how much we think it would cost to
perform various operations on the site.
Our feasibility survey does incur a cost (detailed below), however if you decide
to continue to move your website to us, there will be no transfer fee to do this,
we’ll take care of everything for you.
It can sometimes, although rarely, be cheaper to continue to work on an
existing website. We offer all the same ongoing support solutions that we
offer for websites that we’ve built in house. All work is subject to an initial
feasibility survey.

Website Description

Cost of Survey

Joomla/Wordpress 15-30 pages

£300 +VAT

Joomla/Wordpress 30+ pages

£350+VAT

E-commerce website (none Magento)

£400+VAT

Magento e-commerce

£600+VAT

If your website is not described in this table, we can advise a custom price for a feasibility survey for
your website.
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Hack Resolution Service
If your website has suffered from a malicious attack, this is usually because
of a security vulnerability in an out-of-date platform, plugin, or extension.
Indicators of an attack, or “hack” may include:
• Redirecting visitors to other websites
• Slow or unusable pages
• Data phishing
• Unsolicited pop-ups
• Code errors
We offer a hack resolution service, in which we restore the website to a
working order, and remove any traces of the attack, including any “back
doors” that the malicious party may have left on your site.
“Unhacking” websites built on open-source technologies is a tricky
business. We’re only able to offer this service because we are confident
in our ability to do so, based on our many years of experience with these
platforms. It’s a tricky business that requires detailed knowledge of
the directory, file, and database structures of the source code that the
website is built on. It can often take several days and lots of trawling
through code and database files to identify, nullify, and remove the
infected files.
We offer this service completely free for websites hosted on our Preferred and
Premium hosting packages. This is because we are so confident in our safety
and security protocols on our fully managed sites that we are sure this service
will never be required.

PREFERRED & PREMIUM
HOSTING CLIENTS

£0

ONE TIME
HACK RESOLUTION

£600

+VAT
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Emergency Website Recovery
In the event that your website becomes unusable or broken, we offer
an Emergency Website Recovery Service. This service guarantees your
website restored to the most recent working version of the website. This
can often involved deep database and code interrogation.
Emergency Website Recovery is sometimes required if a website has
become in a state of disrepair, which is usually a result of ill-performed
website, theme, or plugin updates.
This is a chargeable service, to make use of which, payment will need to
be made before WebWorks proceeds with the work. Upon payment in
full, you will also need to provide the necessary access information to our
support team. This usually includes:
• cPanel (or otherwise) access
•

CMS login at highest permission level

•

Database credentials

•

SSH access to server via the appropriate user

In the unlikely event that our team are unable to resolve the issue, a full
refund will be made.

Please note, this service is only applicable to websites that are not
covered by our Preferred or Premium hosting packages, as these package
not only include managed updates, but also guarantee their successful
completion.

E-Commerce
Website

Brochure
Website

£1,000
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£1,500

+VAT
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Invoicing
PAY M E N T S C H E D U L E

We will invoice your project in 2 halves, on a 50:50 payment schedule. 50% of the
total project cost is due before work commences on the project, and the remaining
50% will be due once you’re happy that the website will go live, before the final “go
live” process. In some circumstances we can alter the payment ratio slightly.
We will provide an estimated “go live” date for the web project, usually 8-12 weeks
after initial payment. If the project exceeds our estimated date by more than 8
weeks, and it is deemed to be a result of constraints from your side, we will invoice
for the remaining balance 8 weeks after the estimated “go live” date. If any project
delay is down to a fault from our side, this will not apply, and the remaining total
will be invoiced upon completion of the project.

PAY M E N T T E R M S

Our invoices are sent with zero day payment terms. Your initial invoice is due upon
acceptance of our quote, and work will commence once it has been paid. Our final
invoice is due once you’re happy that the website can go live, and we will begin the
“go live” process once the final payment has been made.
The initial invoice bears no penalty for late payment, because work will not begin
until it is paid. However, if the initial invoice is not paid within 30 days of the quote
we provided, the quote will become invalid, and we may have to prepare a fresh
quote.
The final invoice will be sent once the website is deemed to be finished; no further
work or tweaks are given from you, and you are happy with the website. If the final
invoice is not paid within 30 days of issue, we reserve the right to begin to charge
interest on the invoice. This will be calculated at the standard statutory interest rate
of 8% plus the current Bank Of England base rate per annum, calculated accrued
monthly.

P R OJ E C T H A L T I N G O R C A N C E L L AT I O N

Once the initial invoice has been paid, work will commence and the project is
started. At this point we invest fully into the project with time, expertise, and
potentially external partners, additional paid-for plugins, and stock imagery.
Therefore once the project has started the full payment is due regardless of
circumstance. If the project is halted or cancelled from your side, you will still need
to pay the full total cost of the project, even if it doesn’t go live. An invoice for the
remaining balance will be sent, and will be subject to the same payment terms as a
regular final invoice.
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